UNESCO – Islamic Development Bank project on Strengthening
Inclusive STI System in Uzbekistan

Technical Mission and National Consultation Workshop

17 - 19 February 2020, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
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Concept note
Promoting Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) has become a key policy objective in developed
and developing economies and governments around the world have recognized STI to be a driving
force for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Although knowledge about the
systemic nature of STI has been growing among policy-makers, STI capabilities need to be
strengthened in order to build evidence-based and inclusive STI policies and policy instruments, as
well as to identify strategic areas for investments in STI. 1
Within this context, UNESCO, with the financial support by the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB),
cooperates and provides technical assistance to the Government of Uzbekistan, in reviewing the
national STI system. The review process has identified strategic investments in STI that tackle major
development, social-economic and environmental challenges and has brought to light policy options
and governance recommendations to be discussed for the future. The review has also the objective
to serve as an evidence base for the next stage of the cooperation, which will consist of developing a
national STI policy and key policy instruments for its implementation.
Within the framework of UNESCO-ISDB project, a technical mission was conducted in December 2019
and key actors of the STI System were visited and interviewed, in order to obtain in-depth insights in
STI and to ensure a participative approach and national ownership. Based on the analysis of the
information and results findings from the mission, a preliminary report on the STI system in
Uzbekistan has been developed and will discussed at a one-day National Workshop scheduled for18
February 2020, followed by a half day working session with a working team designated by the Ministry
of Innovative Development to follow-up on the project activities.
The workshop will also discuss the dynamics of the STI System as well as the challenges and
opportunities in accelerating STI-driven development in Uzbekistan, with focus on the SDGs. The
workshop will in particular:
1. Debate and exchange views with key STI stakeholders on strategic sectors of the
economy that need valorised science, research, engineering, technology and innovation,
and validate the key aspects analysed in the draft STI policy country profile and its policy
recommendations
2. Conduct a STI SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis for
Uzbekistan with a participatory approach to guide future strategic direction as part of the
STI review exercise,
3. Sensitize and inform stakeholders on the process for development of a national STI
policy, based on the results and recommendations from the STI review report.
4. Form a national working team that will actively be involved in the shaping of the STI
system in Uzbekistan and implementing STI policy related recommendations.
The workshop will be organized in cooperation with the Ministry of Innovative Development and will
be attended by high and mid-level science-based ministerial officials and other national stakeholders
in the field of STI, including representatives from higher education, finance and planning, industry
and trade, agriculture, health, energy and mining, universities, chambers of commerce and industry,
other private sector representatives, research institutions and statistical offices, as well as
development partners.

1

Inclusive STI policies refer to the policies aiming to foster STI activities that address the needs of the disadvantaged groups
(as the poor/poorest, women, young unemployed, children, the old, etc.) and/or to increase the opportunities for them to
engage in STI activities, including entrepreneurship.
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Agenda
18 February 2020, Venue: Radisson Hotel, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
9:30-10:00

Welcome coffee and registration of participants

10:00-10:30

Official Ceremony
Mr Sharof R. Rajabbayev, First Deputy Minister for Innovative Development of the
Republic of Uzbekistan
Mr. Jan Hladik, Head of the UNESCO Tashkent Office
Mr Sayidafzal Mallakhanov, Acting Secretary-General of National Commission of the
Republic of Uzbekistan for UNESCO

10:30-10:45

Group Photo and Coffee break

10:45-11.30

Session 1: Mapping Research and Innovation: from global to country perspective

10:45– 10:55

Mr Khusan Khasanov, Representative IsDB
Islamic Development Bank’s support to Member States – film
Overview of UNESCO’s major science, technology and innovation programmes,
by Ms Kristine Tovmasyan, UNESCO Regional office in Almaty, Kazakhstan
UNESCO programme in STI policy: GO-SPIN methodology for mapping of research
and innovation, by Ms Kornelia Tzinova, UNESCO Headquarters, Paris

10:55-11:15
11:15-11:40
11:40-11:50

Questions and Answers

11:50-12:45

Session 2. STI system in Uzbekistan for achieving the SDGs

11:50-12:20

Presentation on national STI programmes and projects, by Mr Sharof R. Rajabbayev,
First Deputy Minister for Innovative Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan

12:20-12:45

Discussion, Questions and Answers

12:45– 13:45

Lunch

13:45-14:30

Session 2. (contd) STI system in Uzbekistan for achieving the SDGs

13:45-14:10

Presentation of the main aspects of draft STI Policy Country Profile of Uzbekistan, by
Ms Sirin Elci, UNESCO International Expert on the IsDB-UNESCO project

14:10-14:30

Presentation on STI project in Uzbekistan by the World Bank, by Mr Yeraly
Beksultan, Senior Private Sector Specialist

14:30-14:45

Questions and Answers

14:45-16:15

Session 3: Group discussions
STI SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis of
Uzbekistan - Each group to nominate a moderator and a rapporteur

16:15-16:45

Summary of group discussions

16:45-17:00

Summary of main outcomes and discussions on the next steps
Closing
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List of Institutions invited to the National Workshop
1. Ministry of Innovative Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan and its relevant
departments and agencies;
2. Ministry of Economy and Industry;
3. Ministry of Finance;
4. Ministry of Energy;
5. Ministry for Development of Information Technologies and Communications;
6. Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized Education;
7. National Agency for Project Management;
8. Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan;
9. Supreme Attestation Commission at the Cabinet of
Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan;
10. Center for Economic Research (CER);
11. National University of Uzbekistan;
12. INHA university in Tashkent;
13. Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers (TIIAME);
14. University of World Economy and Diplomacy ;
15. Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Uzbekistan;
16. Ministry of Health;
17. Ministry of Investment and Foreign Trade of Uzbekistan ;
18. Ministry of Agriculture;
19. Ministry of Water Resources;
20. Accelerator Lab at UNDP in Uzbekistan;
21. IT Park;
22. Tashkent University of information technologies named after Muhammad Al Khorezmiy –
TUIT;
23. The State committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan on Statistics;
24. The State committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan for Tourism Development;
25. The Agency on Intellectual Property of the Republic of Uzbekistan;
26. Youth union of Uzbekistan;
27. State committee of the RUz on ecology and environmental protection;
28. UNESCO Chair in knowledge economy, Westminster International university in Tashkent;
29. Development partners (WB, British council, GIZ, JICA, KOICA, TIKA etc.).
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List of TV and Radio channels and media coverage
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

«Uzbekistan 24» TV&Radio channel;
«Yoshlar» Radio channel;
«MY5» TV channel;
«Tashkent» TV channel;
«Sevemli» TV channel.

•

UNESCO Tashkent Office Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/UNESCO.Tashkent/posts/2580634235593276?__xts__[0]=68.AR
BqdnN0rV1Pp2HLALxhueJdT_19MSzpSFuLmvnSnkipx04iKTYZCipiuduu1oBVWBfbaedqQXGnQfTPDafWnzZHmBA1aTf6VgPmUUGOPc65R27tQOiCLFxZuhNvp8Go4GNxZzwFlZWOc7BSqRi
WNdrOjUbW1EmX86FfRUQpoJnxecqP-bGomY8uYgwrVp2SR9UzimxwUG6kJhxAIj8Xbd7e8i4p8QCj-PudY8gMjWQuk0LqtD5xpkeWg73Jjy07qZAaKfM9n2qyoUO0888KwnGFmrZSE-82unBDT91vOapjXtloP3uGr5MmTC6sKoheqxeGSEP7iu_mVHGQdFfCM0aP&__tn__=-R

•

UNESCO Event
https://en.unesco.org/events/national-consultation-workshop-strengthening-inclusivescience-technology-and-innovation-sti
https://en.unesco.org/news/strengthening-inclusive-science-technology-and-innovationsystem-uzbekistan

•

Website of Minister of Innovative Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan
https://mininnovation.uz/uz/news/ozbekistonda-inklyuziv-fan
https://mininnovation.uz/uz/news/20-02-2020-yunesko
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Photos
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/bdG8/25qnvW2U2/

Photos of National Workshop on Strengthening Inclusive STI System
18 February 2020
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Photos of Technical Visits
17 February 2020
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Photos of High-level project meeting with Minister of Innovative Development
19 February 2020
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